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Abstract— Today in the current world, the first question arise 

in every women mind is about her security, to avoid the 

harassment on the out streets. Due to the increase of 

harassment in recent years, each and every girl will get afraid 

to perform their duties in night hours. The only thought of 

every parent of a daughter will allow going and working in 

the odd hours without worrying about their security. This 

paper suggests a new idea to use technology for women 

safety, thousands of Women will get Harassed, Raped and 

Killed Every Day. That’s a very disgusting thing happening 

in our society, so we proposed an idea which changes the way 

everyone thinks about women safety that releases the fear of 

parents. A day will come when media shows the more of 

women’s achievements rather than the harassment, it’s a great 

courage! Achieved in critical situations by using the device 

which sends the information to about the situation and get 

rescued. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Many applications have been used in this system. Some of the 

applications like, Codes *91# is used to give urgency 

services, that will also help to alert police control room. 

Mobile application such as 'Help me on mobile' and Society 

Harnessing Equipment provides safety of women was 

invented to help those who need emergency. Such 

applications carry a single click to do this task. In some cases, 

if a girl is in trouble where she is unable to do the call, there 

she can easily press a single click on the button and intimate 

to police and also to friends or family members. 

 
Fig. 1: General Block Diagram for the Proposed Technique 

 ILA security: The design of this systems have been done 

such that, it consists of three signals which will give 

shock to the attackers and confuse them. Using this 

security a girl can be saved from such drastic situations. 

 Vith U app: This is an app available in the play store 

which was invented by the indian television called 

Channel V by telecasting a series called “Gumrah”. This 

app works when the button of the Touch screen phone 

(smart phone) was pressed consistently for two times, 

then it sends an messages with a communication link of 

the place of the user for a time gap of 120 seconds to the 

contacts present in the phone. 

 Smart Belt: This smart belt is structured like simple 

device representing a normal belt. It consists of Arduino 

Board, screaming alarm and pressure transducers. The 

threshold of the pressure transducer crosses, the device 

will be switch on automatically. This will generates the 

screaming alarm and send the signals for help. 

II. BASIC INTRODUCTION TO RASPBERRY PI BOARD 

The Raspberry Pi is manufactured through licensed 

manufacturing deals with Newark element14 (Premier 

Farnell), RS Components and Egoman.  The Raspberry Pi is 

sold online by these companies. Egoman made a version for 

distribution purpose in China and Taiwan and that can be 

distinguished from other Raspberry Pi’s by their red coloring 

and lack of FCC/CE marks. All the manufacturers provide the 

same hardware. 

The Raspberry Pi is made up of Broadcom 

BCM2835 system on a chip (SoC), which contains an 

ARM1176JZF-S 700 MHz processor, Video Core IV GPU, 

but in beginning it was shipped with 256 megabytes of RAM, 

now at present upgraded to 512 MB. Raspberry Pi does not 

contain a built-in hard disk or solid-state drive, but it contains 

SD card for booting and persistent storage. 

The Foundation of Raspberry Pi provides Debian 

and Arch Linux ARM distributions for download. The main 

programming language is Python which supports all the tools 

for Raspberry Pi and also support BBC BASIC (via the RISC 

OS image or the Brandy Basic clone for Linux), C, Java and 

Perl. 

 
Fig. 2: Arm Raspberry Pi Board 

The functions of raspberry Pi for extra hardware: 

 The function of both Raspberry Pi board and PC are 

similar. R Pi consists of a ‘mass-storage’, but a hard disk 

drive is obtained PC is not really in keeping with 

miniature size of R Pi. 

 The Raspberry Pi uses SD Flash memory card which is 

similar one used in digital cameras and looks like a hard 

drive connected to R Pi’s processor. 

 The function of booting in R Pi( i. e load the Operating 

System into RAM) is the same way as a PC’ boots up’ 

into windows from its hard disk drive. 
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III. PROPOSED WORK AND RESULT 

This system is proposed to have the integration of multiple 

devices containing hardware comprises of a wearable “Smart 

band” that linearly communicates with Smart phone through 

internet.  This smart belt is internally loaded with all the 

required data with the use of sensors that includes Human 

behavior, anger, fear and anxiety.  The signals generated from 

this section are transmitted to the monitoring section that 

consists of raspberry pi module. 

The below block diagram gives the complete 

explanation of the proposed method. This proposed method 

consist of hardware, as R Pi, MEMS, Temperature sensor, 

power supply, Ethernet, buzzer and software consists of 

LINUX.  In this project raspberry pi board is the main 

application, consists of ARM11 soc and integrated 

peripherals like USB, Ethernet and serial etc. This board is 

installed with LINUX OS with necessary drivers and 

software stack which includes a light weight GUI based on X 

server and V4L2 API. X server and V4L2 API is used for 

interfacing with video devices like camera, for the 

communication with network devices and standard system 

libraries for system level general input/output operations. 

In this project communication is through Global 

Positioning System and Global System for Mobile 

communication Modem. Once the connection is established 

in the devices the modules get powered, and the GPS Module 

is kept in a place where the GPS has clear view for reliable 

signal integrity. In the GSM Modem insert a Sim-card to 

make the suitable connections; one of the important point 

keep in mind is that, the Sim used in module should have 

enough balance to send and it should be kept in range for 

particular network, switch on the GSM Module and wait for 

a minute for Sim initialization. 

 
Fig. 3: Working Description of Transmitter and Receiver 

Now using this GSM Module it is easy to send and 

receive messages with the help of python script, i.e., a sample 

python code for sending a message through Raspberry Pi and 

GSM Modem controlling can be done by providing suitable 

AT0 commands, transmitter to the Modem for each purpose 

and the Modem will respond to the commands. After 

connecting all the devices, switch on the power supply where 

the kit gets started, firstly it loads the Linux and then initialize 

all the drivers and Kernel. After initialization of Kernel it 

checks whether all devices working properly or not, then it 

loads the files system, which makes to run necessary 

processors. Now, finally the kit has been started and the main 

application begins. 

In this proposed system, the Smart phone and smart 

belt are connected through the Internet. The Smart Band gives 

the data in the form of body temperature and also with the 

motion of the body. This data is continuously monitored by 

Raspberry Pi Module. Raspberry Pi module passes the 

information through internet communication to the smart 

phone of the victim. Through the victim Smart Phone the 

message will be send to all contacts present in the Phone, and 

also sent to the nearest Police Stations. 

 
Fig. 4: Message sent and received in the Smart Phone 

In a minute all Phone contacts and nearest Police 

Station will receive the messages i.e., “women in danger” 

with the location of the victim. The condition is that Smart 

Phone should be of GSM Modem only. As, the Police will get 

known and will take necessary action to save the women and 

punish the attackers,  below diagram shows the  image of the 

woman got attacked by the attackers. Where, one can know 

the image of the attackers and easily find them to punish. 

 
Fig. 5: Live streaming picture of attacker 

IV. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

A. Advantages 

 As Raspberry Pi operates on Linux OS, hence there is no 

need of other mobile apps. 

 Raspberry Pi can be programmed using various 

programming also. 

 As RTOS have been used, provides am exact information 

of the victim get updated, because of the use of RTOS. 

 As Smart band consists of MEMS & Temperature 

Sensor. So, there is a no need of pressing the button when 

the victim gets attacked. 

B. Disadvantages 

 If there is no network coverage, ten it is impossible to 

carry the operations. 

 It only works in GSM module smart phones. 

 Raspberry Pi is not capable of running heavy 

applications in Linux computers. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

This project concluded that there are many types of 

applications emerging in the Raspberry Pi module, where the 

Linux software has been monitored on it. The R Pi module 

collects the data from the sensors called MEMS sensor and 

Temperature sensor, which are built in the smart band. The 

sensed data is transmitted via GPS/GSM services to the smart 

phone and from this project has concluded, this is effective 

method to save the victim from attackers, and has been 

operated with low-cost. 
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